Marble Game

100 green marbles
1 clear marble
2 cloth bags---one big and one small tickets

To play the game:
Each ticket costs 25 cents or 5 for a $1.00. The tickets purchased this week, are good for the next week. Example: If you bought a dollar's worth this week, they wouldn't be drawn until next week.
When a member's name is drawn, and member has a loss or turtle, that person may draw one marble out of the big bag. If a ticket drawn has the name of gainer on it, a ticket is drawn until a loser or turtle is picked.
If the marble is green (ohhhhh), it is placed in the smaller bag. Only one marble a week is drawn. Of course, if the clear one is drawn, that member wins half of the marble money. The other half goes to the chapter.

If your chapter is small, you may want to pay a dollar for each ticket. It is a fun contest and can net a big pay-off. It does run for a few months. Make sure that the marbles are all the same size so no one can tell by feel if they have the winning marble.